Interaction between the genotype and the environment (G×E) has a strong impact on the 7 yield of major crop plants. Although influential, taking G×E explictily into account in plant 8 breeding has remained difficult. Recently G×E has been predicted from environmental and 9 genomic covariates, but existing works have not shown that generalization to new environ-10 ments and years without access to in-season data is possible and practical applicability re-11 mains unclear. Using data from a Barley breeding program in Finland, we construct an 12 in-silico experiment to study the viability of G×E prediction under practical constraints. We
feeding the growing population.
21
Global yield improvements are needed to feed the growing population the genotype and environment could be realised. While the importance of G×E for agronomic 25 performance is widely accepted, utilisation calls for methods that predict yields in new environ-26 ments, because actual experimental data, consisting of yields of plant variety candidates from yield 27 trials, will in practice be available from only a very limited number of environments. Importantly,
28
prediction of a plant's response to a new environment cannot be based on weather data from the 29 growth season, as those will never be available at the time of prediction. Figure 1: Outline of our approach. a) Precision breeding aims at producing varieties that are optimal for a specific environment. As compared to traditional breeding (b), targeted breeding aims at higher environmental adaptation, i.e., smaller target environments. Weather (microclimate) is a crucial driver for agronomic performance, but as it is unknown for future growth seasons, we use historical weather records (c) to predict the environmental stresses. The growth locations differ with respect to their estimated probabilities of extreme conditions and our method can be used to manage risks by trading-off yield potential for stress tolerance, when the risk in a particular environment is elevated.
In genomic selection (GS) 9 , field trials are replaced with genomic predictions to speed-up 41 plant breeding. We formulate an in silico experimental setup for GS in targeted breeding that, 42 unlike existing works 7, 8, [10] [11] [12] , strictly satisfies all realistic constraints: test locations, years, and 43 genotypes are all genuinely new (not part of the training set) and yields are predicted for the off-44 spring of the training set. In this setup, we demonstrate the feasibility of targeted breeding by in-45 vestigating the accuracy of G×E prediction using environmental data including historical weather Nevertheless, the improvement is considerable over the industry-standard with correlation 0.077,
64
with the proposed new method explaining 85% more of the variation of the phenotype on average.
65
The sensitivity analysis demonstrates considerable variability between test environments 66 ( Figure 2c) . Indeed, including G×E interaction terms into the model decreased accuracy in 1/18 67 environments, had little effect in 11/18 environments, but improved the accuracy substantially in 68 6/18 environments. In the last group, increasing model complexity by adding more G×E com-69 ponents consistently improved performance, which highlights the potential to increase accuracy 70 through complex modelling of G×E. Importance of different data sources to the predictions can 71 be further analysed by investigating the weights of the different kernels, used to summarise the data 72 sources (Figure S 3) . We see that the two most influential kernels were the ones that represented 1) 73 the non-linear interaction between soil type and daily rainfall, and 2) the non-linear effect of rain, 74 matching well the biological understanding of the problem.
75
Our experiments confirmed that prediction in new environments is a challenging task, as observations. Nevertheless, the usefulness of including multiple G×E interaction terms and non-78 linear interactions between environmental covariates became evident from our results. We expect 79 that gains from modelling G×E will increase in the future as more data, representing further loca-80 tions and years, will allow more accurately distinguishing the interactions from the main effects.
81
Other ways to improve the predictions inlcude using more detailed genomic modeling, e.g. using
82
Gaussian and other kernels for summarizing the SNP data.
83
Besides targeted breeding, there are several other needs for G×E prediction models. They Figure 2: Predicting G⇥E with historical weather information improves genomic prediction accuracy in strictly new environments. a) Comparison of prediction accuracies; mean: correlation between predicted and observed yields, averaged across test environments; SE mean : standard error of the mean; P: p-value compared to the industry standard (GBLUP). b) Outline of the in silico setup for comparing methods. c) Sensitivity analysis: the difference in prediction accuracies (y-axis) between G⇥E prediction with historical data (M hist G+E+GE ) and the industry standard (GBLUP) is shown in 18 different environments (x-axis); values above the horizontal line mean that M hist G+E+GE is more accurate. Six vertical bars are shown for each environment, representing variability in results (median and 90 % confidence intervals). Starting from the left, they correspond to models with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 G⇥E interaction terms (0 corresponds to the M G+E model). The color indicates the performance of GBLUP in the environment, red meaning GBLUP performed poorly (Loc C, 2015 were omitted from the comparison as all methods performed poorly there). Vertical lines divide the environments into three groups: G⇥E decreased: including G⇥E terms to the model decreased performance; G⇥E neutral: 10 environments where G⇥E terms had neutral effect; G⇥E increased: 6 environments where performance increased by adding more G⇥E terms. Figure 2: Predicting G×E with historical weather information improves genomic prediction accuracy in strictly new environments. a) Comparison of prediction accuracies; mean: correlation between predicted and observed yields, averaged across test environments; SE mean : standard error of the mean; P: p-value compared to the industry standard (GBLUP). b) Outline of the in silico setup for comparing methods. c) Sensitivity analysis: the difference in prediction accuracies (y-axis) between G×E prediction with historical data (M hist G+E+GE ) and the industry standard (GBLUP) is shown in 18 different environments (x-axis); values above the horizontal line mean that M hist G+E+GE is more accurate. Six vertical bars are shown for each environment, representing variability in results (median and 90 % confidence intervals). Starting from the left, they correspond to models with 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 G×E interaction terms (0 corresponds to the M G+E model). The color indicates the performance of GBLUP in the environment, red meaning GBLUP performed poorly (Loc C, 2015 were omitted from the comparison as all methods performed poorly there). Vertical lines divide the environments into three groups: G×E decreased: including G×E terms to the model decreased performance; G×E neutral: 10 environments where G×E terms had neutral effect; G×E increased: 6 environments where performance increased by adding more G×E terms. we showed that G×E prediction in the setup required by targeted breeding, where the environ- for the offspring of the lines in the training set, which have no phenotype data observations. More 125 details with a summary of the differences between our setup and earlier works are given in SI
126
Details of experimental setup. We measure prediction accuracy using cross-validation, where the 127 training, validation and test sets are selected to enforce the realistic constraints ( Figure 2c ). As the 128 performance measure for prediction accuracy, we follow the conventional approach, i.e., the Pear-son correlation between the predicted and observed yields in the test set 8, [10] [11] [12] . This correlation historical data, the prediction for each genotype is made for each year for which historical weather 137 observations are available, and the median of those is used as the final predicted value.
138
We also carry out a sensitivity analysis that allows studying the impact of modelling assump-139 tions, such as inclusion of G×E interaction components to the model. In detail, the sensitivity 140 analysis shows variability (median and 90% interval) in the predictive performance in a given 141 environment (location, year combination) when we vary i) the hyperparameter values over their 142 spesified ranges, ii) the genotype sets that we are predicting, and iii) the training set by removing 143 any single training environment.
144
Model. In the models M G+E , M G+E+GE and M hist G+E+GE we assume that i) the yield y ij of 145 genotype i in environment j is affected by the genotype, the environmental conditions through-146 out the growing season and the interactions between the two. We assume that ii) the response to 147 the environmental properties is non-linear and that iii) it may involve interactions between differ-148 ent environmental properties. For instance, temperature/rainfall either too low or too high reduces 149 yield, and the response to rainfall is also affected by the soil type. We further assume that iv) the re- Mathematically, the model for yield is formulated as
where g i is the genetic main effect, e j is the environmental effect, ξ ij is the effect that arises from 162 interaction between genotype i and environment j, ij is noise distributed as N (0, σ 2 j ), and N g and 163 N e are the numbers of genotypes and environments. The genetic main effect g i is modeled as a 164 linear function of the genomic covariates. In detail, the model for the vector of genetic main effects
is given in terms of a linear genomic kernel K g by
where a g0 are kernel regression weights and e g0 is the noise vector with elements distributed inde- covariates g i as the rows of a matrix G and then using the standard linear kernel,
The environmental main effect e j in equation (1) is modeled as a random effect,
The G×E terms ξ ij are modelled as non-linear functions of the genomic and environmental 172 covariates, g i and e j . Each environment and genotype is first represented by R latent variables.
173
The interactions ξ ij are modelled as the inner product of the latent variable vectors corresponding 174 to genotype i and environment j, that is,
Here, h g ik is the kth latent variable for the ith genotype, and h e jk is the kth latent variable for the jth enviroment. Using matrix notation, equation (3) can be written as specific to each data source, preprocessing and kernel transformations used, is given in Table S 1.
280
The bandwidth parameter of all the Gaussian kernels is set to the conventional default value equal 281 to the number of covariates used to compute the kernel. All kernels K are normalized to make 282 them unit diagonal:
where d is a vector of the diagonal values of kernel K, × denotes the outer product, and the between the soil type and rainfall is computed from other kernels as
where denotes the Hadamard (elementwise) product. Finally, all kernels are normalized with 287 respect to their summed total variance by multiplication with a constant c
where c = and, when combining the kernels as described below, this prior expectation is realised by the nor-291 malisation.
292
Combining environmental kernels. The final environmental kernel K e is obtained as a 293 weighted sum of the different normalized ( K) kernels in Table S . Before combining the kernels, the learnt weights are normalized 299 such that their sum of squares is equal to 1, and the largest weight (in absolute value) is positive.
300
The distributions of the normalised kernel weights from the sensitivity analysis are presented in Detailed model specification. The distributional assumptions of the model are Minor allele frequency scaling for SNP A:
mean imputation linear kernel of the variance of the genetic effects g * is assumed to be signal, that is,
The second condition is that the variance of the genetic main effects, Var(K g · a g0 ) + σ The parameters λ g , σ 2 g , λ e , and σ 2 e , controlling the proportion of signal and noise in the la-tent components H g and H e that model the G×E interactions, are selected according to similar principles: by inspecting the proportion of signal of the total variance of the latent factors and the relative contribution of the interaction terms compared to the genetic main effects. In detail, we assume first that 
Tr(Var(H
where Φ is either 0.5 or 1, to be selected with cross-validation.
323
Details of the variational inference algorithm. For short-hand, the hyper-parameters in the 324 model are denoted jointly by 
and define each factor in the ensemble just like its full conditional: 
N (e j ; µ(e j ), Σ(e j ))
The parameters in the factor distributions can be derived as by Gönen et al 5 , and they are therefore 329 omitted from here. . White colour indicates missing value. In setups 1, 3 and 5, "lines with phenotypes", the lines to be predicted have phenotype observations (from some environments). In setups 1 and 2, "phenotypes from environment", phenotypes have been measured from the prediction target environments (for some lines). In setups 1-4 presented by Malosetti et al 8 ., environmental covariates are available for all environments, whereas in the new setups 5 and 6, environmental covariates from the trials of interest are missing and they are replaced by using several years of historical data. setup 6 where no phenotype data are available for any of the lines of interest. We emphasize that 352 a further difference to earlier work 8 is that we strictly require the test environments to be simul-353 taneously both from a location and from a year not included among the training environments and 354 that the genotypes in the test/validation sets are from the progeny of the training set. A summary 355 of the differences between our setup to those presented by earlier works is given in Table S 2   356 Gains from modelling G×E for current target population of environments. Our results 
However, with geographic field use information and weather data widely available, this strong assumption can be replaced with an estimate for the yield in the TPE given the actual fields and their microclimates:
where f ∈ 1, . . . , F , are fields in the TPE used for cultivation of the new variety, θ f are parameters 
